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The nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) of V" has been studied in the series of compounds V, „Cr„02
between 100 and 350 K. Three insulating phases are clearly distinguished. In the low-temperature M,
phase only one V site is seen with a positive Knight shift and electric-field gradient identical to the

insulating phase of pure VO, . At temperatures just below the metal-insulator transition a second phase

M, is stable in which two sites are resolved. One site has a small positive Knight-shift characteristic of
a paired V'+ site while the other has a negative Knight shift showing a localized V'+ site. These two

sites are identified as the V atoms on the paired chains and the equispaced chains in C2/m structure
of Marezio et al. At intermediate temperatures a transitional phase T is stable in which two sites can
be resolved by their electric-field gradients. The two sites are progressively differentiated by increasing

temperature and Cr concentration and are interpreted as arising from two sets of inequivalent paired chains,

one of which is depairing with increasing temperature and Cr concentration. These results are
inconsistent with the monoclinic symmetry and a disordered bond model proposed previously for the

transitional phase. Triclinic splittings were observed recently by Villeneuve et al. and additional

crystallographic evidence supporting this result is presented. The magnetic properties are interpreted as
a set of noninteracting linear Heisenberg chains and the M, -T transition as a dimerization of the
linear Heisenberg chain. The results demonstrate a breakdown of the band model in the insulating phases.

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the effects of various dopants on
the metal-insulator transitions in the vanadium
oxides has in the past been very fruitful. ' ' In

VO, it appears that the various dopants fall into
two classes. One class is the impurities which
enter the insulating phase as 5+ or 6+ ions,
e.g. Nb, ' and give rise to a decrease in the metal-
insulator transition temperature at low concentra-
tions but do not stabilize other crystallographic
phases. A second class, of which the most studied
member is Cr,"enters as 3+ ions and leads to a
complex phase diagram with several new insulating
phases, many of whose properties are markedly
different from those of the insulating phase of pure
VO, . Since these phases involve large changes in
the positions of all of the V atoms and since they
are stabilized by concentrations of impurities
as low as 0.2 at.$ they must be interpreted as
alternative phases of pure VO, whose free energy
is only slightly larger than that of the observed
phases of pure VO, . As the temperature is lowered
in the metallic rutile phase (8), for Cr concentra-
tions larger than 0.2 at.$, the metal-insulator
transition occurs to a monoclinic phase (M, ) in

which the V atoms are split into two sets of chains
parallel to the rutile c axis. On one set of chains

the V atoms are paired with alternating long and
short V-V separations. On the other set of chains,
however, the V-V atoms form a zig-zig pattern
but remain equally spaced. ' It has been suggested'
that these unpaired V atoms are in fact localized
V~+ ions and we are able to confirm this assign-
ment by the observation of two distinct V" lines
in the nuclear-magnetic-resonance (NMR) spec-
trum. One line has a Knight shift very close to
that of pure insulating VO, and characteristic of
a bonded V-V pair while the other line has a
negative Knight shift and a large linewidth as ex-
pected for a site with a localized d electron in an
insulator. The NMH and the susceptibility data
are analyzed in terms of linear Heisenberg chains.

Further lowering of the temperature leads to a
transitional insulating phase (T) and finally for
concentrations less than 1.5-at. /0 Cr a transition
at still lower temperatures takes place to the
monoclinic insulating phase (M,) of pure VO, .
In the M, phase all V atoms are equivalent and
paired.

At intermediate temperatures a transitional
phase (T) is stable. The properties of the transi-
tional T phase, however, appeared to be incon-
sistent. A crystallographic refinement' gave a
monoclinic structure similar to that in M, with
one half of the V sites paired and one half un-
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paired. However, bulk magnetic-susceptibility
data showed only a small paramagnetic-suscep-
tibility characteristic of a phase mill all V sites
paired. A disordered bond model has been put
forward by one of us (T.M.R.)' which would reconcile
the crystallographic and susceptibility data. In
this paper we report a detailed study of the NMB
of V" in the T phase with varying temperature
and concentration of Cr. By measuring the quad-
rupolar splittings in the NMB spectrum we obtain
the electric-field gradient at the V nuclei which
is a very sensitive probe of the local environment
of the V sites. This enables us to critically test
the various models proposed for the T-phase.
The data shows clearly that in the T phase the two
sub1.attices of V atoms are progressively dif-
ferentiated with increasing temperature and Cr
concentration with one sublattice remaining totally
paired while the other sublattice progressively
depairs. Such behavior is inconsistent both with
the monoclinic symmetry proposed previously'
and with the disordered bond model which had
been proposed earlier by one of us (T.M.R.).'

A careful reexamination of the crystallographic
properties was undertaken concurrently with the
NMB work. ' This revealed a small trielinic
splitting in the intermediate T phase which is
additional evidence favoring our interpretation of
the NMB data. Additional crystallographic tests
which support the triclinic symmetry are described
in Appendix A.

In the model we propose here the nearest
neighbor chains to the chains of V atoms which
depair are strongly paired and therefore only
weakly paramagnetic at all temperatures, and
this suggests that we ean treat the depairing tran-
sition in terms of a dimerization of a set of linear
Heisenberg chains which are magnetically un-
coupled. There will, however, be some three-
dimensional coupling between the chains which
are depairing, but this coupling is primarily
elastic rather than magnetic.

The interpretation in terms of a dimerized
linear Heisenberg chain clearly implies that the
3d electrons of V atoms are on the localized side
of the Mott transition and that a substantial part
of the energy gap in the insulating phase of VO,
is a correlation Mott-Hubbard gap. In particular
the data we report here show an almost continuous
transition occurring between the fully paired
M, phase and the I, phase in which one-half of
the V sites are localized. This enables us to rule
out the recent band scheme proposed by Good-
enough and Honig" for the M, phase.

In Sec. II a description is given of the samples
and the experimental apparatus used in the NMB,
magnetic-susceptibility, and latent-heat experi-

ments.
The NMR data are presented in Sec. III and the

analysis of the NMB spectra to obtain the electric
field gradients is described.

In Sec. IV the magnetic susceptibility of a series
of samples is given. Latent-heat data at the
various transitions is also presented in this sec-
tion. The discussion of results is continued in
Sec. V and the implication for the various models
of VO, assessed.
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FIG. 1. V1 „Cr„02 phase diagrams corresponding to
sample preparations A (Ref. 10) and B (Ref. 8).

II. EXPERIMENTAL

In the absence of single crystals big enough to
be studied by NMH methods, the measurements
were done on powdered samples. As already
discussed by Marezio et al. ,

' the exact position
of the boundaries in the phase diagram of
V, , Cr, O, depends strongly on the preparation
and the stoichiometry of the alloys. In this paper
we present data collected from powder samples of
two different origins 8' '0 The corresponding phase
diagrams are presented in Fig. 1. The nominal
concentrations, and the transition temperatures
determined from x-ray powder patterns are given
in Table I. The oxygen stoichiometry of samples
A has been checked by thermogravimetric analysis
under oxygen atmosphere. Departures from
stoichiometry ahvays corresponded to excess of
oxygen, giving the formula V, ,Cr, O„, with
O& y & 0.005 ~0.002.

The V" NMB measurements were done with
ew Varian spectrometers, at frequencies varying
from 15 to 22 MHz. Signal averaging was used to
observe, when possible, quadrupolar satellites
corresponding to the two principal axes for which
the values of the electric-field gradients were
highest, but was not necessary for the third-axis
satellites (smallest field gradients).
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TABLE I. V
&

Cr 02 samples used for the NMR mea-
surements. The bvo different origins appear in the la-
bels through letters A (Ref. 10) and 8 (Ref. 8). The
transition temperatures are determined from x-ray pow-
der patterns.

x in%

Transition temperatures
I) T T M M R2 2

{'K) ('K) ('K)

A,
A2
A~
Bt

0.3
0.5
1
1

281
206-235
unknown t& 77)

328
323
305

343
343
343

The susceptibility measurements in the tem-
perature range below 300 K were made using a
Faraday balance kindly provided by Wohlleben
and described elsewhere. " The measurements
at temperatures above 300 K were carried out
also on a Faraday balance by one of us (G.V.)
at the University of Bordeaux.

The latent-heat measurements mere done on
samples A with a differential scanning calorimeter
Perkin-Elmer, model DSC2.
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III. DATA

The very low symmetry of the nonmetallic
phases of V, ,Cr„O, yield complicated NMR

pomder spectra mith the + nuclear spin of V".
In order to explain hom the data mere collected
and the limits inherent to measurements on pow-
ders, me describe first pure VO, powder spectra.
We mill then present the results obtained on a
sample with a small Cr concentration which goes
through all three phases My Mp and T. Finally
the influence of increasing the Cr concentration
will be examined.

A. Pure VO

In NMB pomder spectra tmo parts can be dis-
tinguished: the central line, due to the —,

' -——,
'

transition, and the quadrupolar spectrum of all
the other transitions. (i) For the transition
—

&
-+

& first-order quadrupolar effects are not
present, and the line shape and position are the
result of second-order quadrupolar effects
proportional to v ', and of an anisotropic Knight
shift proportional to v, where v is the NMB

frequency in constant field (Fig. 2). (ii) The
other transitions give rise to line shapes dominated
by first-order quadrupolar effects (Fig. 3). A

small peak corresponds to the principal axis for
which the field gradient is the smallest. Steps
correspond to the other principal directions.
The distance between +~2-+& and --,' -—~2 peaks

FIG. 2. Powder spectrum of the -~ +2 transition in

monoclinic VO2. Typical line shapes are presented for
frequencies of 7, 21, and 36 MHz. Dipolar broadening
has been neglected. For NMR frequencies v~ 8.4 MHz

the line shape is determined by second-order quadrupolar
effects, for frequencies v~40. 5 MHz by the anisotropic
Knight shift. At frequencies of 15 to 22 MHz, used in the
present NMR work, second-order quadrupolar effects are
still very important.

or steps is due only to first-order quadrupolar
effects, and from these the first-order quadrupolar
effects can be determined. They are centered on
a position which depends on the Knight shift and
the second-order quadrupolar effects for this
direction and for these transitions.

From a powder spectrum in the presence of
anisotropic field gradients, one can then get the
following":

(a) The values of the electric-field gradient and

Knight shift in the direction of the field-gradient
prinicipal axis, when the quadrupolar satellites
are observable.

(b) A rough estimate of the isotropic value of
the Knight shift, given by the center of gravity
of the central line. An exact estimate would re-
quire a knomledge of the second-order quadrupo-
lar-effect corrections.

(c) The number of sites contributing to the NMR

lines, given by the intensity of the central transi-
tion. As can be seen in Fig. 3, a small part of
the very broad quadrupolar spectrum will con-
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tribute to the NMR central line, and give a sys-
tematic error, which is bigger when the field
gradients are smaller.

In the monoclinic phase M, of pure VO, it was
possible to observe all the peaks of the quadrupolar
spectrum, and steps corresponding to the +~~-
+ & and ——,

' - —+ transition. The following experi-
mental values were obtained:

V» = 12 5 + 1 kHz, K„=(0.26 s 0.02)%;

V,„=368+2 kHz, K, =(0.37 +0.02)%;

V„=490+3 kHz, K, =(0.15+0.02);

giving a quadrupolar frequency v =490 kHz and
an anisotropy parameter q = 0.49. These results
are in excellent agreement with the values ob-
tained by Umeda et al."on VO, single crystals.
They determined that the principal axis, i.e.,
the axis of the smallest principal value of the
electric-field gradient, makes an angle of 10'
with the rutile c axis (c„). The other axes lie
in a perpendicular plane.

B. Vo.9e7Cr0. 00302

The powder spectrum observed on this sample
in the M, phase, at temperatures in the range
(200-250)'K, is identical to the pure VO, spec-
trum with the same values of the shifts and
electrical field gradients and no broadening of
the central line nor of the quadrupolar satellites.
As one increases the temperature through the

M, -T transition (280 K), no observable change
is obtained of the central line, but the quadrupolar
spectrum changes. The peaks due to the +&-
+2 and ——,

' -—,transitions in the y direction

(principal axis close to cs) progressively split,
with a total intensity which remains constant.
Two types of sites, whose local symmetry is very
similar to the M, symmetry, are differentiated
when temperature increases. The values of the
electric-field gradient along the y axis, V», are
plotted in Fig. 4 versus temperature. For one of
the sites (site I) V„„decreases continuously in the
T phase. For the second site (site II) V„ increas-
es with increasing temperature. The shape of the

central line changes very little with temperature
inside the T phase and its intensity remains con-
stant within experimental error (+ 15@), even at
the highest temperatures of the T phase. At these
temperatures the sx2- +2 (site II) satellites could
not be observed because they approach the site-I
second satellite in the y direction (transition
a~-~~).

A first-order T- M, transition is observed with
NMR at 332'K. In the M, phase two central lines
are obtained. One of them, corresponding to site
I, has features very similar to the M, and T
central lines, except for smaller quadrupolar
width. Its intensity is one-half the intensity of
the central line in the T phase. The observation
of its quadrupolar spectrum gives the following
results:

V„=56~1 kHz, Z„=0.28~0.02/;

V„„=293 +2 kHz, K = 0.36 + 0.02% ',

V„=349~3 kHz, K, =0.25+0.02%.

For this site, the y axis is along c„by symmetry.
The electric-field gradient v = 349 kHz and is
smaller than in the M, and T phases. The asym-

~-~ transition
2 2

V02 T = 3004K

= 21.3MHz

--- transition5 3
2 2

---transition3 1

2 2

—--transition1 1

2 2

-~--~ transition
2 2

-~--&transition
2 2

FIG. 3. Schematic pow-
der spectrum of monoclin-
ic VO&, neglecting the dipo-
lar broadening (v =21.3
MHE).

----transition5 7
2 2

powder pattern

M . H, (i 0)
42 19' 19.4
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metry parameter g =0.68. These values are those
observed by Umeda et a/. " in a nominally pure
VO, sample, in a narrow temperature interval
near the metal insulator transition. The isotropic
shift E; (= 0.3%) has approximately the same
value as in M, . The second line is shifted nega-
tively, and severely broadened, which makes the
observation of the quadrupolar spectrum impos-
sible. The approximate shift obtained from the
central line position is K=-0.13% and the line-
width is-of the order of 70 G. No changes occur
in the spectrum in the small temperature range
of the M, phase.

At the first-order M, -R transition (343'K}
the two types of sites become equivalent and are
both negatively shifted to a position which is
very close to that in pure metallic VO, .

C. Cr concentration dependence

As can be seen from the phase diagram of
Fig. 1, increasing Cr concentration stabilizes the
T and M, phases. The aim of the NMB study of the
concentration dependence is to observe the changes
on a microscopic scale inside a phase.

No significant change was obtained in the M„
M„and A phases, except some line broadening
at low temperatures due to the moments on the
Cr site. The results given for Vp 9Q7Cr, ~O, are
valid for the highest concentrations.

By contrast, in the T phase, the quadrupolar
spectrum and the central line vary with concentra-
tion. In Fig. 4 we present the electric-field
gradients measured along the smallest-value
principal axis y versus temperature for different
concentrations. It is clear from this figure that

the difference of local symmetry between sites I
and II increases with Cr concentration, and that
the symmetry of site I at the top of the T phase
for the highest concentration is quite near the
symmetry it has in the M, phase. The shape of
the central line is strongly temperature dependent
inside the T phase for a Cr concentration of 1/(}

as shown in Fig. 5. First wings develop, and
at the highest temperatures of the T phase the
central lines of sites I and II are already dif-
ferentiated. Site I has a relatively narrow central
line, unshifted compared to the M, line of pure
VO„while site II has a very broad line, which
shifts negatively when the temperature increases.
The local symmetry of site I, as well as the
magnetic properties of site II observed at the
highest temperature in the T phase for @=0.01
are close to those of the M, phase. This shows
that the transition is less strongly first order
for x =0.01 than for lower concentrations.

IV. MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY AND

LATENT-HEAT DATA

The susceptibility as a function of temperature
is presented in Fig. 6. The M, -T phase transi-
tion is not observable in the magnetic properties,
but the T -M, and M, -A phase transitions clearly
correspond to increases in the susceptibility.

In the M, and T phases the susceptibility in-
creases rapidly at low temperature and with the
Cr concentration. We define ar (= y,»,„-lt )o2
as the contribution due to the presence of Cr
impurities in these phases. We take gyp 6 5

VO2
x 10 ' emu/mole. ' Figure 7(a) shows a plot of
b, y

' versus T for chromium concentrations
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x ~ 0.05. The linearity observed betwbetween 10 and
'e-%'eiss laws. The120'K corresponds to Curse-%'

C
'

onstant C increases lin y
' earl with x, al-Curie con

rit anto associate with each Cr impu y
ff t' e moment p =(3.76+0.effective mom

the value obtained for a spin =, wi
Deviations occurcur at temperatures below 10'K as
shown in Fig. "I(b) and are not understood. i. 6Approaching ethe T-M phase transition (Fig.

e ibilit departs from the Curie-gneiss
vau,1 e and approaches its M, value in a c

f th high concentrations (5-a .
2 5-at % Cr), but discontinuously for the

MR estral lime (—z +2 transition) of

~ .hif.dd" -teI
the o er ro
temperatures of the T phase due o se to site II.

sample. In this sample the transition T M,
i htl first order. This transition, as

well as the M, susceptibility, will be iscu
later.

In the rutile metallic phase, the susc p
' ' 'e tibility

an isd 't temperature variation incrrease with Cr
~ ~ sitesconcentra ion.tion. Since the Knight shift on V

'
n the extradependent of Cr concentration the e rais in epen

r sites.a netization is localized on the Crmagne iz
The latent-heat data are summar'marized in Table

II The value found for pure VO, compares very0

bl with previous measuremenfavora y wi
1 first orderM -8 transition remains strong y ir2

when the Cr concentration x increaeases. The
ds to a much smallerT -M, transition corresponds o

latent heat, an is ed
'

1 ss strongly first order when
es. An extrapolation would lead to ax increases. n

tent heat forT -M, transition without any laten ea
x ~ 0.035. The M, -T transition, showing no
observable a en1 t t heat is second order or very
slightly first order.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Crystallographic properties

In analyzing eIn a y
'

g the various distortions of the rutile
phase which occur in the VO, a oyallo s it is con-
venient to reb ak the rutile phase into two inter-
penetrating su a icp bl tt es of V atoms consisting

1 1 to the rutile c axis. The two
sublattices interact via the oxygens. As poin e

b Marezio et al. , ' if the V atoms pair on
sublattice with alternately long and shortone su a

is electrostaticV-V d'stances along the c axis, e ci
e a sublatticeforces cause e athe V atoms on the second sub

off the c axis toward the oxygen a om
whose V neighbors on the first sub a ic
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pulled apart. Thus, the degree of pairing on one
sublattice will determine the degree of Nristing
off the c axis on the second sublattice. In the M,
phase both sublattices are paired and twisted and
are totally equivalent. In the M, phase the two
sublattices are completely differentiated with one
paired but not twisted while the second sublattice
is twisted but not paired (see Fig. 8). In the T
phase which is the transitional phase between
M I and M„ the electr ic-field gradients show a
large variation with temperature and concentra-
tion x, as described in Sec. III. In the first place
two distinct V sites are always seen in the T
phase. If we concentrate on the site-I line which
is always unshifted relative to pure Vo„we
notice the variation of the electric-field gradient
along a principal axis with temperature in T is
monotonic. At low temperatures its value is
close to that in M, while at higher temperatures

TABLE II. Latent heats in V& Cr, O&.
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FIG. 8. Comparison of V- V pairing in the three
phases {R,M&, and M&). In I& (open circles) all the
vanadium atoms both pair and twist from the rutile posi-
tions. In M& (filled circles) half of the vanadium atoms
pair but do not twist and the other half form unpaired zig-
zag chains. {The distortions are exaggerated by a factor
of 2 for clarity. )
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it approaches the corresponding value in M, .
This clearly suggests that this V site is varying
in a monotonic way with increasing temperature
from the paired and twisted configuration in M,
to the paired but not twisted configuration in M, .
From the behavior of the central line associated
with the other V site we also conclude that it
varies monotonically in the T phase between the
configurations in M, and in M, . The model which
we are led to by the NMR data is that the two V
sublattices become progressively differentiated
with the degree of twisting on the first sublattice
and of bonding on the second sublattice decreasing
continuously in T with increasing temperature
and x.

In the M, phase the monoclinic b axis is along
the rutile c axis. However, once one allows both
sublattices to pair it is no longer possible to have
a two-fold axis along the rutile c axis. The MVlH

data therefore clearly conflict with the assign-
ment of the transitional phase as monoclinic with
C2/m symmetry and the monoclinic 5 axis along
the rutile c axis. Equally it is inconsistent with
the proposal put forward earlier by one of us
(T.M.R.)' of a disordered bond model with
average C2/m symmetry In th. e low-temperature
M, -phase the monoclinic b axis is along a rutile
[100] direction and the two-fold symmetry arises
because both sublattices are identical and can
be rotated into one another. Therefore in the
transitional phase, unequal pairing on both sub-
lattices requires triclinic symmetry. The tri-
clinic distortion, however, is subsidiary to the
main effect which is the variation in the V-V
bond length on one of the sublattices and as a
consequence the deviations from monoclinic
symmetry may be very small. Villeneuve et al."
have recently reported small triclinic splittings
in the T phase in the powder patterns of a number
of samples. Additional crystallographic tests
were performed by one of us (P.D.) and are
described in the Appendix. Powder spectra and
direct measurements of the unit cell angles on
a single crystal show evidence favoring triclinic
symmetry. Attempts to perform a single-crystal
refinement based on the triclinic symmetry,
however, were rendered ambiguous by the addi-
tional twinning in the triclinic phase. While the
over-all reliability factor was improved by as-
suming C1 symmetry, relative to monoclinic
C2/m symmetry, the twinning problem prevented
an accurate determination of the bonding distances
on the weakly bonded sublattice and the con-
comitant twisting on the strongly bonded sublattice.
In summary, the NMR data strongly support the
assignment of the T phase as triclinic symmetry
with two V sublattices, one more strongly bonded

than the other, and while there is no unambiguous
single-crystal refinement supporting this assign-
ment, there is powder and other data which sup-
ports a very slight distortion of the metric sym-
metry from monoclinic to triclinic. The lower
symmetry and the inevitable crystallographic
twinning associated with it, account for the anom-
alously large thermal parameters reported pre-
viously in monoclinic refinements of the T phase'
and there is now no need to invoke, nor any
evidence to support, the disordered bond model. '

While the electric-field gradients determined
by the NMR have a simple qualitative interpreta-
tion, a detailed quantitative explanation is lacking.
The precise values of the electric gradients at
a V site is determined by the competing fields
due to the charge of the 3d electron on that V atom
and the charge residing on the neighboring 0 and
V atoms. In a crystal such as VO, which is not
completely ionic but partly covalent, it is not
possible to make a reliable calculation of the
magnitude of the electric-field gradients and in
the absence of such calculation one cannot deduce
reliably the temperature and concentration
dependence of the distortions such as bonding
distance on the more weakly bonded chain, in
the T phase.

B. Magnetic properties

Pure VO, in its insulating phase has a small
temperature-independent Van Vleck paramagnetic
susceptibility. ' On addition of Cr it was shown
in Sec. IV that the additional magnetic susceptibil-
ity obeys a Curie-Weiss law at low temperatures.
The magnitude of moment shows that the Cr atoms
enter the lattice as Cr" ions. This is a con-
sequence of the large Hund's-rule coupling in
the half-filled t~ shell of Cr".

The Curie-Weiss temperatures are found to be
very small (&10'K). Examining the curves in

Fig. 7(a) we see that there are substantial devia-
tions from Curie-Weiss behavior for temperatures
T & 100'K. We decompose the susceptibility in
the insulating phase as

+C(x)/[T+e(x)]+5)t .

The remaining susceptibility 5X is plotted versus
temperature in Fig. 9.

In the region of stability of the M, phase we see
from Fig. 9, that Sit is substantial (= 2 x 10 '
emu/mole VO, ) and approximately independent
of temperature and concentration x. The negative
Knight shift (K = —0.12%) observed by NMR on
the vandiums in site II implies that, in the insu-
lating M, phase, half the V sites have a localized
3d electron. The Knight shift K is composed of
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FIG. 9. Remaining susceptibility 6y [=g —gvo —C/
(T+e)] vs temperature in the T and M2 phase as a
function of temperature for three concentrations. The
dashed lines are obtained by fitting the susceptibility to
that of a linear Heisenberg chain as calculated by Bonner
and Fisher ref. 16) using the values shown for the ex-
change constant J.

and since the V-V distances do not change ap-
preciably with x there should not be much variation
in 5X with x. Therefore, our subtraction pro-
cedure seems to be the most reasonable one.

Of the two sublattices of chains parallel to the
c axis in M„ the local moments will be on the V
sites which are equispaced along the chains. The
magnetic interactions between these chains will
be very weak since their nearest-neighbor chains
have only bonded V4' sites which are essentially
nonmagnetic. We therefore analyze our data
using as a model a set of noninteracting linear
Heisenberg chains. The magnetic susceptibility
of such a chain has been calculated by Bonner
and Fisher. " In Fig. 9 we show a fit to the values
5y obtained using their results. The magnitude
of 5y determines the value of the exchange con-
stant 2J. We see from Fig. 9 that by adjusting
the single parameter J for each value of x we get
a good fit to the temperature dependence.

The exchange between the vanadium spins leads
to short nuclear relaxation times, and line
broadening. In three-dimensional paramagnetic
systems the relaxation rates are given" by

a Van Vleck term K» and of a term due to 3d
moments K„. The Van Vleck component Kvv is
positive and we expect it to lie in the range
0 26%&Kvv. & 0.46%, determined by the values
K» in the M, phase of pure VO, and the metallic
R phase of pure VO, also. " The susceptibility
due to the localized Sd electron can be obtained
from K„using the hyperfine field of V" in the
8 phase of VO, (= —60 kOe/ps), "and leads to
values for the susceptibility in the range (1.4-2.1)
x 10 'emu/mole for x=0.01. Comparing to
Fig. 9 we see that 5X for this sample has a value,
within this range, of = 1.6x 10 ' emu/mole. This
agreement shows conclusively that 5g is arising
from the local moments on one-half the V-sites in
the M, phase. There is uncertainty in the V4'

local-moment susceptibility 5X due to possible
variation in the Van Vleck susceptibility, which
we have taken equal to its value in the M, phase
of pure VO„and due to the possibility of a change
of the coupling of the Cr'+ to the V ' moments.
The first of these possibilities should not be
serious since the Van Vleck susceptibility of
pure VO, is small and insensitive to the M, -R
phase change. The variation of Kvv between M,
and 8 cited above is mainly due to a change of
orbital hyperfine field. However, if there is a
strong coupling of the Cr" and V" moments
this could change the values of 5X substantially
for the values of x = 0.025 and 0.05 but not x =0.01.
In the last case the Curie-Weiss contribution of
the Cr atoms is much smaller than 5X. Further
5X is sensitive to the V-V exchange interaction

(2s}~~2A2$ ($ y 1)
Ti T2 3I ~cx

Taking S = ~, (d,„=5.1 x 10" sec ' deduced from
J-300'K, and the hyperfine constant of V4' in
the rutile phase of VO, A/5 =1.1 x 10' sec ', we
obtain a linewidth of 6 G. This value is three
times smaller than the experimental value. Such
a difference is certainly due to the particularly
long-time decay of the spin-spin correlation func-
tion in this one-dimensional system. Calculations
of this effect exist only in the classical limit of
an infinite spin. "

Turning our attention to the T phase, we see
from Figs. 4 and 9 that the bonding or dimeriza-
tion transition T-M, occurs as a first-order
transition for small x and the magnitude of the
first-order change decreases with increasing
x. For x ~ 0.025 it appears from the susceptibility
that the T-M, transition is continuous. The x-ray
studies of Villeneuve et al."also show a con-
tinuous transition in this range and a first-order
transition at smaller values of x. While the NMR
results do not extend in concentration into the
region of the continuous transition they show a
consistent variation both in electric-field gradient
and in Knight shift of a decreasing first-order
change with increasing x (see Figs. 4 and 5).
This is confirmed by the latent-heat data dis-
cussed above. An extrapolation of the latent-
heat results in concentration leads to a transition
without any latent heat for x&0.035.

The M, -T transition can be viewed as a bonding
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or dimerization transition of a linear Heisenberg
chain. From the measurements of the suscepti-
bility 5g it is possible to extract values for the
variation of the exchange constant with tem-
perature. At temperatures well below the transi-
tion the exchange constant J, between the dim-
erized spine will be much larger than that (J~)
between spins on neighboring dimers and we may
treat the dimerized chain as a set of isolated
dimers with a simple singlet-triplet spin struc-
ture. The singlet-triplet splitting is 2J, and the
molar susceptibility from the complex is

where N is Avogadro's number. Fitting this
result to the values of 5y in Fig. 9 we obtain
a series of curves for J,(T, x) shown in Fig. 10.
As the temperature approaches the transition
temperature to M„J,will increase and approach
J, leading to corrections to the formula (2).
Exact numerical calculations for finite alternating
Heisenberg chains have been performed by
Duffy and Barr." Using their curves it would
be possible to incorporate corrections for finite
J,. However, in view of the uncertainties in the
procedure in obtaining 5X we have not considered
this worthwhile. The corrections are small
except when J, becomes very close to J, and
even then the change in susceptibility between
the curves with J,=J, and J, =Q is not too large
for T = J', ." The curves for J,(T) in Fig. 10 are

FIG. 10. Exchange constant J obtained using Eq. (2) at
each temperature in the T phase plotted vs temperature.

= 130 cal/mole . (3)

This is comparable to the measured value ~H,„
=164+10 cal/mole. Further, if we assume that the
metallic 8 phase is essentially unchanged by the
addition of these small Cr concentrations then
we would expect a corresponding reduction in the
latent heat at the M, -A' transition when compared
to the M, -A transition in pure VO, . Experimen-
tally

approximately quadratic as the temperature ap-
proaches the transition temperature indicating
that Jf J is behaving as an order parameter .

The theory of dimerization of linear magnetic
chains has been studied by several authors, using
mean-field approximations. "" They find a
second-order transition between the dimerized
state at low temperatures, and the uniform chain
at higher temperatures. Of course in a strictly
one-dimensional system fluctuations will prevent
an actual phase transition from taking place. In
the present case, while the magnetic interactions
between V atoms are one-dimensional there are
elastic forces that couple the chains in a three-
dimensional manner. In such circumstances a
mean-field description is applicable. As we re-
marked earlier the transition observed for x
& 0.025 is first order and the magnitude of the
first-order transition, as measured microscopi-
cally by the V" NMR, decreases with increasing
x. The question of why the transition is first
order rather than second order as predicted by
the simple theories is an open one. The change
of symmetry from C2/m in M, to C1 in T halves
the number of symmetry transformations and
therefore can be second order. "'" However, the
first-order transition may simply be due to strong-
coupling effects in that the exchange interactions
are very strongly dependent on distortion. In the
strong-coupling limit the Bean-Rodbell theory"
should be applicable and lead to a first-order
transition. Since in the case at hand the transition
temperature T-M, is almost equal to the exchange
constant J in the M, phase we are clearly nearer
the strong-coupling rather than the weak-coupling
limit discussed by Beni and Pincus. ' ' '9

Vfhen the T-M, transition is a large first-order
one the magnetic entropy of the T phase is negli-
gible. The magnetic entropy of the M, phase can
be estimated from the calculations of Bonner and
Fisher. " For x=0.003 in the region of stability
of M» T= J and from Ref. 16 the entropy 8„
per magnetic V site is S„=0.4k~. Therefore
the latent heat at the T-M, transition due to the
change in magnetic entropy BH„ is
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b.H» z —hH» s =230+40 cal/mole,

x = 0.003

=260+40 cal/mole,

@=0.03 .

(4)

For the x = 0.03 sample, J' =2'70'K and the transi-
tion temperature for M, -A is 340'K leading to
a value of $„=0.47 'K on half the V sites and a
value of nH„=160 cal/mole. If we ascribe the
difference to a change in the lattice entropy 48~
between M, and M, then this change

&Sr = (S,H» s —SH» „—n.H»)/T

=(0.15 ~0.06)ks per V

(5)

(6)

is quite small considering that there is a sub-
stantial difference between the distortion in M,
andM, . In fact, one might say crudely thatM,
has only half the distortions of M, and one is
therefore tempted to estimate the change in lattice
entropy at M, -A as twice 68& in Eqs. (5) and (6)
leading to an estimate for the lattice latent heat
at the M, -A transition of only 200 cal/mole. This
value is close to that obtained by a direct com-
parison of the entropy of TiO, with that of the

M, phase of VO, using experimental heat capac-
ities." However, both these estimates are un-
reliable since they are based on a comparison
between two insulating phases M, and M, and

clearly do not take into account the change in the

phonon spectrum caused by the change in electronic
character between the insulating M, and M, phases
and the metallic R phase.

As the temperature is Lowered in the T phase
the two sublattices become more and more similar
until at the T-M, phase boundary they become
identical. This phase transition is governed by
the three-dimensional elastic forces and exhibits
no measurable latent heat. Again the change of
symmetry from P2/c to M, to C 1 in T halves the

number of symmetry transformations and there-
fore the transition may be second order. "'" The
value of J„ the spin-exchange coupling constant,
is not known. In pure VO, we may estimate a
lower bound on J, inM, based on the lack of any

measurable temperature dependence to the magni-
tude of the susceptibility. Using Eq. (1) we

estimate 2J', (M,) ~ 2000'K.

To this question we have no definite answer.
Several remarks can be made. In the first place
the phase diagram is especially difficult to ratio-
nalize if Cr enters the lattice substitutionally
since then there should be equal Cr populations
on both sublattices. The metal-insulator transi-
tion temperature (= 300'K) is sufficiently low that
there can be little migration of the Cr atoms at
these temperatures. Without such migration the
Cr populations on both sublattices will be equal
and there is no driving force which would dis-
tinguish the two sublattices.

On the other hand if Cr enters interstitially
and the compensating charge to the Cr'+ ions is
a V" ion on a nearest-neighbor V site then it is
possible that the A-M, transition could be driven
by an ordering of the V" ions on one of the sub-
lattices in the M, phase. Such an ordering process
involves an electron transfer, accompanied by
lattice relaxation, and could occur near room
temperature. There are, however, other possible

+alt l

C. Role of Cr

The main question left unanswered is why does

V, „Cr,O, choose to form these curious structures
in which an arrangement of equibonded V atoms
splits apart in two sublattices, one remaining
bonded while the other becomes a set of equi-
distant V chains in an almost continuous manner.

U/t

FIG. 11. Energy levels of two electrons in the two-site
Hubbard model with hopping parameter t and intra-
atomic interaction U. The lowest state (1) is a singlet
with energy E =+—(gT~+4t~)'~2 The level 2 is. a trip-
let with energy E=—0. The levels 3 and 4 involve real
polar fluctuations with energies E =—U and E+ ——2U+ (4U
+ 4g 2) 1/2
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TABLE HI. Powder pattern of Vo g»Cro 00502 at 298 K.

akt g2/m~ h, kl g].) d obs desk g 2/m) d~)c 01) Iobs

201
201
310

220
021

221
221

401
202
401
202
312
131

510

421
222

421
222

402
511

402
331

601
113
203
113

601
620

023

530
313
241

111
111
111
201
201
310
310
220
220
021
021

221
221
221
221
401
202
401
202
312
312
131
131

510
510
421
421
222
222
421
421
222
222

402
511
511
402
331
331
601
113
113
203
113
113

601
620
620
023
023
530
313
530
313
241
241

3 298

3.213
3.170
2.672

2.422

2.137

2.030

2.011

1.737

1.731

1.658

1.647

1.611
1.606

1.586
1.524

1.437

1.425
1 ~ 340

1.335

1.320

3.327

3.227
3.176
2.681

2.438
2.434

2.153
2.138

2.041
2.034
2.015
2.009
1.739
1.737

1.733

1.667
1.664

1.453
1.650

1.614
1.609

1.588
1.525

1.442
1.441
1.436
1.435

1.428
1.341

1.335

1.321
1.320
1.319

3.331
3.330
3.302
3.230
3.176
2.684
2.681
2.443
2.439
2.438
2.437

2.157
2.155
2.141
2.138
2.042
2.036
2.015
2.009
1.741
1.740
1.740
1.739

1.734
1.732
1.670
1.668
1.665
1.665
1.655
1.652
1 ~ 651
1.649

1.615
1.610
1.609
1.588
1.527
1.525
1.442
1.442
1.442
1.437
1.435
1.435

1.428
1.342
1.340
1.336
1.335
1.323
1.321
1.321
1.321
1.321
1.320

m, broad

m, broad

m, broad

wm
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TABLE III. (continued)

heal {C2jm) hkl {C1) dobs d~lc {C2jm) dmk EC1) Iobs

241
332

531
403
441
133
242

241
241
332
332
403
531
441
133
242
133
441
242

1.313

1.264

1.174

1.315
1.314

1.264
1.264
1.174
1.174
1.174

1.317
1.316
1.315
1.314
1.265
1.264
1.176
1.175
1.175
1.175
1.174
1.173

v ~, broad

defect arrangements at a Cr impurity and without
a knowledge of the defect that Cr'+ forms, one
cannot come to any definite conclusions for the
driving mechanism which differentiates between
the two sublattices.

D. General conclusions

Many authors' "have interpreted the metal-
insulator transition in pure VO, (R-M, ) in terms
of a band model. In such a model the energy gap
in the M, phase arises from the bonding-anti-
bonding splitting of the V-V pairs. However, in
this paper, the properties of the insulating phases
of V, „Cr„O, have been interpreted in terms of
a model of localized spins with a Heisenberg ex-
change coupling between neighbors. In the M,
phase there is no clear distinction between the
two descriptions. This point is illustrated by
examining the Hubbard model for an isolated pair
of atoms. %e take a single nondegenerate orbital
on each site with a hopping matrix element t. In
the VO, problem this corresponds to the assump-
tion that only the d~~ band, arising from the t~
orbitals directed along the c axis, is occupied.
The energy-level scheme with one electron per
atom is shown in Fig. 11. The lowest eigenvalue
with energy

g —LU (4f2+ & U2)1/2

is a singlet and there is no level crossing as the
intra-atomic Coulomb energy U increases. In
the band limit (t» U) the energy gap to the first
excited state is 2~ t ( and corresponds to the energy
to promote an electron from a bonding to an anti-
bonding orbital. In the localized limit (t «U)
there is a triplet of states with energy 4t'/U
above the lowest singlet. These states are the
triplet spin states of a pair of Heisenberg exchange
coupled spins. The states involving real polar
fluctuations are an energy U above. Clearly in
this case there is a continuous evolution from the

band to the localized limit. The energy gap
between the ground state and the lowest state
with polar fluctuations is —,'U+(4t'+-,'U')' '.

If me consider now a crystal with a chain of
pairs of atoms coupled by a hopping integral t '

then the levels in Fig. 11 are broadened. In the
band limit there will continue to be an energy gap
= 2

~
f —t '

~
. In the localized limit the triplet states

will broaden into a band of spin excitations of width
t "/U -but the gap to polar excitations will be at

U —2~ t' ~. By looking only at the M, phase where
all V atoms are bonded, one cannot clearly dis-
tinguish the values of the ratios t, t ', and U.
However, in the limit that both t and t' approach
a common value t, there is a clear distinction.
This is the limit of an equispaced chain appropriate
to M, . It is clear from the measurements of a
negative Knight shift and an increased susceptibili-
ty in M, that the V atoms on the equispaced chain
have localized 3d electrons. Thus we must have
t,«U. The almost continuous evolution between

M, and M, suggests that in M, we have also t & U

though the experiments reported here do not
directly measure t. Earlier resistivity measure-
ments did not show any change at M, -T or T-M,
transitions. However, the resistivity is probably
extrinsic in origin and not a reliable guide to the
behavior of the intrinsic energy gap. In this re-
gard it mould be of interest to measure the optical
gap in the M, phase and compare it. to the value in
the M, phase. A more elaborate band model has
been put forward by Goodenough and co-work-
ers."'" They proposed that the addition of Cr
stabilized the w* band (composed of the t~ d
orbitals which lie in the plane perpendicular to
the rutile c axis) at the expense of the dg band.
They argued that while in M, the valence band
is totally d(~, in M, the larger unit cell splits
both the d(~ and m

~ bands and the valence band is
composed of equal amounts of d,

~
and m* bands.

However, it is not possible to account for the NMR
and magnetic properties of M, on the basis of any
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band model. Further the continuous transition,
at Cr concentrations of a few percent, between
the M, and M, phases rules out any reordering
of the bands between these two phases.

The general point of view that in the insulating
phases of VO, the Sd electrons are localized has
been put forward earlier" to account for the
general effects of doping. The studies reported
here on the V, „Cr,O, system establish defini-
tively the importance of the intra-atomic Coulomb
correlations in the insulating phases of VO, .
Similar conclusions in the metallic phase were
deduced from the existence of a high-temperature
insulating rutile phase for high niobium doping, '
and from NMR work in pure metallic VO, ."
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APPENDIX

TABLE p7. Lattice parameters of ~ p 99$Crp. QQ5OQ at
298'K.

C2/m Cl

In this section various crystallographic data
on sample B are presented on the T phase of Cr-
doped VO, . Tables III-V pertain to power-dif-
fraction data while Table VI is concerned with
single-crystal data. This distinction must be
made since the single-crystal data can be in-
fluenced by twinning, due to the tetragonal pseudo-
symmetry, "whereas the powder data cannot.

Table III lists the observed and calculated inter-
planar d spacings of V, »,Cr, ~,O, at 298'K.
This pattern was obtained from a Norelco camera
of 114.6-mm diam and Cr ICa (2.2909-A) radia-
tion. For comparison, the Miller indices heal are
given for both the monoclinic cell C2/m and the
triclinic cell C j. along with the observed intensities
and calculated d spacings. The lattice parameters
for both cells, determined by least-squares
refinement from these data, are reported in Table

TABLE V. Diffraction data for a resolved set of re-
flections for V

Q 99Crp Q&02 at 298'K.

Ski (C1) d cafe
a

221
221
221
221

2.158
2.152
2.143
2.136

2.157
2.155
2.141
2.138

Based on Vp 995Crp pp502 least-squares lattice param-
eters at 298'K.

TABLE VI. Selected structural refinement data of
V p 99gCrp ppg02 at 298 K.

Space group C2/m

Number of observations
C2/m averaged F p

Cl averaged F
p

Number of variables
R factor

C2/m averaged F p

Cl averaged F p

R factorb
C2/m averaged F p

C1 averaged F p

agR (C 2/m)/aoR +1)
C2/m averaged F p

Cl averaged F p

R 22 587 Q ppg 1 0366

392
645
36

0.0268
0.0303

0.0377
0.0392

1.0896
1.0453

392
645

58

0.0249
0.0289

0.0346
0.0375

IV. One can see that either cell fits the data
equally well and this ambiguity stems from the
fact that a considerable number of reflections
were unresolved. However, in confirmation of
line splittings originally observed by Villeneuve
et aE.,"Table V shows the unique set of reflec-
tions (221, 22T, 2f1, 221} clearly resolved in a
—,''/min scan of 2' phase V»,Cr», O, by Philips /
Norelco diffractometer. From scans of the
strongest reflections (201) and (201) it is also
evident that at 298'K this material is essentially
single phase. That is, one could not have mixtures
of phases M„T or M„T since the former requires
extra peaks (201) and (201) with greater 28 separa-
tion than the T peaks while the latter mixture re-
quires an extra single peak where these two re-
flections have coalesced. None of these extra
peaks were obser ved. Therefore the ambiguity
is removed in this example and one must conclude

a = 9.081(l)
5 = 5.7806(7)
c = 4.5162(6)
a = 90.00
P = 90.91(1)
y= 90.00

9.084(1)
5.7906(8)
4.5182{6)
90,03(1)
90.98{1)
90.10(1)

'R = Z P 0 E~ ~
/Z P J,-where I"

0 and F, are the ob-
served and calculated structure factors, respectively.

aoR =[Ezra(F p-F ) ] /tZ{urF ) ) where ze =1/0.10
xF0 for aB IEOI —15 and w = 0.667 for aB IZ, I

& 15.
~822 587 p QQ5 is the Hamilton 8 value at the 0.005 sig-

nificance level for the hypothesis that C 2/m is the cor-
rect space group.
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from powder data that the symmetry is indeed
triclinic.

Single-crystal intensity data were collected
semiautomatically at 298'K from a spherically
ground crystal of Vo», Cro 00502 with a paper-tape
controlled GE-XRD5 x-ray diffractometer. The
radiation used was Mo Ee and the sample was
oriented with a * and 5* in the xy plane leaving
c~ nearly coincident with the y axis of the goni-
ostat. Conversion of intensities to structure
factors and refinement techniques were the same
as previously reported for V, 978Cro 02,02.'
Structural refinements were performed with
the C2/m and C 1 symmetries where the observed
structure factors were also averaged according
to both symmetries. As seen from Table VI the
statistical fit was better for C1 regardless of
assumed symmetry in the averaging step. Using

the Hamilton-8 test, "the C2/m model may be
rejected at the 0.005 significance level. Never-
theless, due t:o coincident twinning, the positional
and thermal parameters did not vary between the
two models to any appreciable extent and the
standard deviations remained small and nearly
identical. A full discussion of twinning has been
reported elsewhere for this and other Cr-doped
VO, samples. " It has been assumed that the
effects of noncoincident twinning, approximately
11%, were eliminated by the method of data collec-
tion. Unfortunately the structural distortion,
namely, the extent of "pairing" and 'twisting"
along both chains of V ions, was not observed in
this experiment since corrections for coincident
twinning could not be applied in any meaningful
way.
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